
25 Ways 
to Boost Traffic to Your Tradeshow Booth

As an event organizer, retaining exhibitors is an important goal. What keeps exhibitors happy and keeps 

them coming back? Attendees. 

Let’s consider how we can get attendees and exhibitors engaged with one another in a meaningful way. 

“Stamp my card” so I can qualify for a prize drawing is not a meaningful way. “Give me a pen” is not a 

meaningful way. “Hi, I see you are from Sheboygan”, is not a meaningful way.

Not every attendee and every exhibitor have a mutuality of interests, but certainly there should be some 

combination of attendees and exhibitors that result in positive conversation. Should this be left to chance 

or is there some way that you, as an event organizer, can nurture the possibilities?

Here’s 25 ideas worth trying to boost exhibitor booth traffic (say that 10 times fast): 

1. Send eBlasts to the preshow mailing list inviting them to your booth.  Write your emails in the 

second person. Use “you, your, yours” instead of “me, us, our”.  Say it in a new way. Every email 

does not need to end with “Please feel free to contact me with any questions you may have.”  Try 

this instead as an example: “Hit reply on this email, I’m standing by to help you.” Instead of “Have a 

good day” try “Have a fantastic afternoon!”  Avoid  jargon words like “cutting – edge.” Write like you 

speak. No one speaks “As per your request.”  Same goes for clichés – this can make the difference 

between a good and a great email. Be creative, stand out.

2. Set up Appointments. Prior to the event, your salespeople should contact local prospects to set 

up appointments and see if they are attending your industry show. When you send out your pre-

show eblast encourage them to sign up for an appointment pre-show. Send the email recipients to 

a web landing page with a list of available appointment times. 

3. Use Twitter. Using the event hashtag tweet about your freebies, product, demo schedules, prize 
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drawings. If own a smartphone or tablet, download the twitter app prior to the show. Search for 

the event hashtag and see what's being posted. You may find it useful for networking. Give it a try.

4. Stand out in the Event Twitter Feed. Try using Twitter's Vine. It is a free app that creates short, 

beautiful, looping videos in a simple and fun way.  Instantly post videos on Vine, then share to 

Twitter and Facebook using the event hashtag. Like Tweets, the brevity of videos on Vine (6 seconds 

or less) inspires creativity. Videos to try: Short demo, list of features, something goofy. 

5. Announce incentives on your website, the event Facebook page, blogs, Twitter page and LinkedIn 

groups. Don't just tweet “come visit us at booth #345.” Give a reason why they should. Examples 

include: #ASE12 Live Event App Demo Starting at Booth #345, Free Food and Drinks or #ASE12 

Attendees We Sell Widgets, Get a Free Sample at our Booth #345. 

6. QR Codes Before the Show. Every direct mail piece promoting your event should include a QR 

code. Do not simply link to material that can be found in print in your promotional material. What 

has impact? Video testimonials from attendees and exhibitors followed by a call to action, such as a 

form to register for your event - that is something that would have impact. Video of a featured 

speaker has impact. Video of a spirited seminar exchange has impact. 

7. Send a Press Release about your participation at the show. Google “Free Press Release 

Distribution” to post your release. Include the show name and your company name in the title; this 

will get your release found. Use the event name and year in the title. 

8. Use Direct Mail in a creative way. If you sell office supplies send a mailer shaped like a briefcase. 

9. Qualify the Recipient with Your Direct Mail Copy: For example: “Announcing an easy new 

accounting package for small businesses.” this way only those interested will stop by, weeding out 

tire kickers. Your booth signage should be laser focused as well.

10. Print up Stickers with your booth number and the name, date, and city of the tradeshow. In the 

months before the event, affix the stickers to all kinds of communications invoices, letters, 

packages, whatever you can think of. Provide each salesperson with a batch of stickers, too

11. Be the Charging Station. It's shocking that so many shows don't offer attendees a charging station. 

Especially with intermittent Wi-Fi that tends to really drain your phone battery while searching for a 

signal charging up is a necessity. Even when a show offers a charging station it is often just a power 

strip and a table. Instead offer a charging oasis to drive traffic. 
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Key tip: Don't waste this opportunity. Have a video demo on loop at the charging station for your 

captive attendee audience, after the video is over, ask what their business challenges are and what 

they came to the show to find. 

To become the charging station you'll need: 

• Two power strips. 

• High/pub table, two stools. 

• iPad or video monitor. 

• Multi-Charger. Try the 

ChargePod, for $39.95, you 

can charge up to 6 devices at 

once with one outlet. Has 

interchangeable tips and is compatible With 3,000+ devices.

12. Be the Wi-Fi Hot Spot. At your booth, create a broadband cellular hot spot, using a MiFi. What's a 

MiFi? MiFi stands for "My Wi-Fi". A MiFi device can be connected to a mobile phone (cellular) carrier 

and it provides internet access for up to ten devices. It costs around $50 a month. Check out Clear 

recommended by David Pogue of The New York Times.

13. Wear Orange Pants. Or wear ugly sweaters. You get the idea. When you are exhibiting at an event, 

it’s important to cut through the clutter and stand out. Wearing bright orange pants will help you 

stand out on the tradeshow floor, without a doubt. You want as much traffic to your booth as 

possible, right?

14. Create an Experiential Brand Experience-  Provide demos and allow attendees to share an 

experience with your brand. People will be more inclined to remember an experience rather than a 

sales pitch.  Put your products in the hands of potential customers. 

15. Have Fun, be Positive- Tradeshows are all about face- to- face interaction and networking with 

existing customers, prospective customers and important industry leaders. Be proactive and 

attentive to the people with whom you speak. Transmit a fun, energetic vibe that will attract others 

to your booth. Educate people by sharing with them how your product or service will make their 

life that much easier and business that much more successful. 
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16. Have a Planned Demonstration or Presentation Schedule. If you're selling a service, provide 

demos. This may be an obvious suggestion, but for some reason, many overlook it. Interact with 

your attendees and give them a reason to not want, but need what you 

are offering. Keep it short and to the point. Provide seating if possible.  

Gather email addresses and offer to send copies of the presentation. 

Key Tip: Display when the next demo will occur. Let attendees know they 

they will receive a raffle entry for sitting in on the short demo. 

17. Get Good Signage to Attract Quality Leads. It does not have to be 

flashy or expensive. When we say good we mean descriptive.  You don't 

want to have people look at your booth and ask, “What is it you do?” 

Qualify attendees with your signage. Obviously if you sell Heart Monitors 

and your company name is HeartPath add in a tagline that says what you do...HeartPath Heart 

Monitors. This way people looking for a dating service won't waste your time, only those in the 

market for heart monitors, get it?

If your booth display and signage does not grab people’s attention, and represent what you sell – 

people won’t know to stop at your booth. Your sign should say more than just your company name. 

It should also explain what your company sells and its key benefits. 

Imagine you are a salesperson. You enter your prospect’s office and announce, “Guess what I’m 

selling?”.  How far do you think you would get? This would be a case of “one strike and you’re out”. 

Why is it then that some trade show exhibitors are so subtle that attendees, if they stop at all, ask, 

“What is it that you do?” If your booth graphics don’t make it crystal clear what it is that your 

company offers, you won’t get three swings at the ball…heck, you’ll be fortunate to get even one.

18. Go Zen and Simple. Try something different with your booth. Many booths look high tech (think 

black leather and stainless steel) and lean heavily on certain colors like blue and orange. With all 

the booths looking alike, how about a booth with fresh flowers, relaxing music, plants, pale colors 

and modern décor. Add a few floor lamps for softer, more home-y lighting. Create an oasis 

amongst all the loud colors and calls to action competing for attendees attention. Offer fresh 

juices, basil infused teas, mint lemonade, healthy foods - think recharging and spa. So go ahead, 

show some personality, don't be afraid to be different. To Try: Create your personal wireless 

lighting environment with the Philips Hue connected bulbs and wireless bridge. And control it all 

with your iPhone or iPad from wherever you are. $199.00 for a three pack. 
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We all know these types of booths:

But these booths would stand out on any floor:

19. Get an iPad. The iPad can cost as little as $329. While not cheap for consumers, they are relatively 

cheap for most trade show budgets. For less than the cost of renting carpeting you can buy a 

powerful business tool you can take show to show and it’s also useful at home. With an iPad you 

can make your exhibit interactive, from showing a product demo to recording a lead, using your 

iPad. 

Think of all of the things about your product that you cannot adequately demo on a trade show 

floor: A customer using your sump pump to empty his flooded basement, your newest helicopter in 

flight, the way your turf transforms a barren backyard in a matter of days, customers lauding your 

software, chemicals that are incredibly effective but not allowed in an exhibit hall…You can 
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demonstrate each of these on an iPad that your visitor can hold in her hands. Once you’ve 

demonstrated the product, you can segway right into customer qualification and lead collection.

20. Keep Your Pitch Uncomplicated- Walter 

Isaacson’s biography, “Steve Jobs”, notes Jobs 

constant recognition of Leonardo Da Vinci’s 

words, “Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication.” 

Bombarding attendees with an overload of 

information about your product or service will 

provoke disengagement.  Think back to when 

you were in school.  When a teacher or 

professor taught a class, she would break the 

overall subject into various sub- divisions. From 

there you would focus on one theme at a time.  This is true with exhibits. Focus on one main theme 

and then work your entire presentation around it. This will be more inviting and far less 

intimidating for attendees. It makes things simple, clear and to the point, and in turn helps you sell 

more. Focus on only a couple products or services and discuss no more 3 main points.

21. Giveaways and Promotions. All attendees like free stuff. Offer incentives like limited-time special 

show pricing, access to exclusive research or information, or an in-booth gift. To try: Try a giveaway 

that is related to pets or kids. People will often not take something if it for themselves, but for their 

pet or kid? Definitely. Here's something else about giveaways with your logo on them for kids and 

pets, people tend to take lots of pictures of their loved ones (pets and kids) and post them online – 

giving your freebie additional exposure long after the show. 

22. Free Food. Seriously, who can turn down goodies like cookies and milk, coffee and donuts. Are you 

familiar with Cialdini's Six Principles of Influence? The first principle is reciprocity.  Examples include 

gifts of stickers and pens distributed by charities and flowers handed out by members of the Hare 

Krishna group. According to the idea of reciprocity, people tend to return a favor, thus the 

pervasiveness of free samples in marketing.  At tradeshows, when attendees take free gifts it's 

generally polite to at least hear a brief pitch. 

23. Key to Remember About Free Stuff: Learn to separate the buyers from grabbers. Have a few 

qualifying questions ready to ask to weed out the tire kickers. It's very important that you do not 

waste time with unqualified prospects. 
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24. SPECIAL TIP FOR SHOW MANAGERS ONLY: The Attendee Ambassador Project. This is the only 

tip on this list especially for show managers. Because what's good for exhibitors is good for you.  It 

works like this. First, survey your attendees prior to your event the following questions:

• Which of the exhibiting companies have they done business?

• Which companies delivered the goods?

• What are the attendees’ major challenges?

• If they could go home having achieved just one thing, what would that be?

Armed with this information, ask a number of attendees to become “Ambassadors”. Give the 

ambassadors some perks, in return for which they will be asked to escort other attendees, perhaps 

some already known to them, to visit exhibitors on the show floor in small groups of 4 to 8 people. 

Ideally, they would visit exhibitors with whom the ambassador has done business.

Impress upon the exhibitors that the visitors should be welcomed as they would if they visited their 

offices. No hard sell, but more like, “Here’s what we do at National Widget. Let me take you on a 

“tour”. Perhaps we can address some of your issues or maybe you can suggest services that we 

should consider offering.”

This would address the issue of quality leads, as opposed to quantity of leads. It would not 

preclude attendees visiting exhibitors on their own, but for exhibitors, they would no doubt be 

delighted to host even a half-dozen such groups. More? That would be better yet. 

25. “Dinner's on us” Who doesn't like a free dinner? No one!  Try planning a big dinner at an off-site 

hotel or restaurant, invite your best prospects before the event and invite the hot leads that you 

meet on the show floor. These prospects will feel special for being invited to your dinner party. 

What are the top reasons for attending a conference?  Attendees cite the desire to see new 

technology, have the chance to talk to experts and to gain industry insights. Give attendees what 

they desire. Depending on the size of your party, you may wish to  arrange for limos/car services to 

take your 'guests' to the dinner. Each car should have at least one senior-level exhibitor rep so 

those prospects in the car can have about 15 minutes of uninterrupted close up conversation with 

an expert rep. You can use this tip to create one-on-one additional sales time without distractions. 
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Summary 
As an exhibitor, you have made a substantial investment.  Just add up the cost of salaries, exhibit 

space, your display, travel, food, lodging and entertainment and I am sure that you will agree it is a 

costly investment. Preparation, execution and above all lead follow-up are the elements that will 

assure that you will realize a substantial return on your exhibiting investment.
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Printable Checklist 
25 Ways to Boost Traffic to Your Tradeshow Booth

1. Send eBlasts to the preshow mailing list inviting them to your booth.  Write your emails in the second person. 
2. Set up Appointments. Prior to the event, your salespeople should contact local prospects to set up 

appointments and see if they are attending your industry show. 
3. Use Twitter. Using the event hashtag tweet about your freebies, product, demo schedules, prize drawings. 
4. Stand out in the Event Twitter Feed. Try using Twitter's Vine. It is a free app that creates short, beautiful, 

looping videos in a simple and fun way.  
5. Announce incentives on your website, the event Facebook page, blogs, Twitter page and LinkedIn groups. 
6. QR Codes Before the Show. Every direct mail piece promoting your event should include a QR code. Do not 

simply link to material that can be found in print  in your promotional material. 
7. Send a Press Release about your participation at the show. 
8. Use Direct Mail in a creative way. If you sell office supplies send a mailer shaped like a briefcase. 
9. Qualify the Recipient with Your Direct Mail Copy: For example: “Announcing an easy new accounting package 

for small businesses.”
10. Print up Stickers with your booth number and the name, date, and city of the tradeshow. 
11. Be the Charging Station. 
12. Be the Wi-Fi Hot Spot. At your booth,  create a broadband cellular hot spot, using a MiFi. 
13. Wear Orange Pants. Or wear ugly sweaters. You get the idea. 
14. Create an Experiential Brand Experience -  Provide demos and allow attendees to share an experience with 

your brand. 
15. Have Fun- Tradeshows are all about face- to- face interaction and networking with existing customers, 

prospective customers and important industry leaders. 
16. Have a Planned Demonstration or Presentation Schedule. If selling a service, provide demos. This may be an 

obvious suggestion, but for some reason, many overlook it. 
17. Get Good Signage to Attract Quality Leads. It does not have to be flashy or expensive. When we say good we 

mean descriptive. 
18. Go Zen and Simple. Try something different with your booth. Many booths look high tech (think black leather 

and stainless steel) and lean heavily on certain colors like blue and orange. With all the booths looking alike, how 
about a booth with fresh flowers, relaxing music, plants, pale colors and modern décor. 

19. Get an iPad. The iPad can cost as little as $329. While not cheap for consumers, they are relatively cheap for 
most trade show budgets. 

20. Keep Your Pitch Uncomplicated- Walter Isaacson’s biography, “Steve Jobs”, notes Jobs constant recognition of 
Leonardo Da Vinci’s words, “Simplicity is the ultimate sophistication.” 

21. Giveaways and Promotions. All attendees like free stuff. Offer incentives like limited-time special show pricing, 
access to exclusive research or information, or an in-booth gift. 

22. Free Food. Seriously, who can turn down goodies like cookies and milk, coffee and donuts. 
23. Key to Remember About Free Stuff: Learn to separate the buyers from grabbers. 
24. The Attendee Ambassador Project. Show managers can ask a number of attendees to become “Ambassadors”. 
25. “Dinner's on us” Who doesn't like a free dinner? No one!  Try planning a big dinner at an off-site hotel or 

restaurant, invite your best prospects before the event and invite the hot leads that you meet on the show floor. 
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